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KEEPING FAITH WITH THOSE ON THE FRONT LINE.
As we watched the tragedy of savage attacks unfolding across Paris earlier this month, we were
again reminded of the bravery and commitment that our service men and women have displayed in
protecting our country and our families in a dangerous world.
Once again, we have reason to give thanks for their heroic dedication in the fight against terrorism
while at the same time our hearts and prayers go out to the suffering families in France and around the
world who lost precious and innocent loved ones during the barbaric events of that tragic night. Their
pain is unimaginable.
With the support of hundreds of contributors, the Combat Soldiers Recovery Fund (CSRF) continues
to say thank you to those military personnel who went far, far from home to engage these terrorists
and protect our homeland and who have returned home with severe and debilitating injuries.
We cannot say thank you too many times to these heroes, and we are always delighted to meet and
welcome new contributors to the work of the CSRF.
Recently we were pleased to be selected by DRI, a professional organization of defense attorneys
across the nation, to be their 2015 service project at their annual meeting in Washington DC. DRI
maintains a Veterans Outreach Network of members who are also veterans who sponsor a veteransrelated project every year.
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Please send donations to:
Combat Soldiers Recovery Fund
3804 Williams Lane
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

www.combatsoldiersrecoveryfund.org
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CSRF volunteers and members of the DRI
Network manned a fundraising table at the
annual meeting, and our special CSRF donor
car was parked in the exhibition hall for
attendees, exhibitors and hotel staff to sign.
The car’s sponsor (FUR) donates $1 to CSRF
for every signature and we had hundreds of
signatures.
DRI executive director John R. Kouris, a
veteran himself, said that “It is we who are
honored to have Garland Miller with us at this
annual meeting and to contribute in a small
way to the tremendous, selfless and tireless
work that CSRF does for those who sacrifice
so much for this country.”
Over $5,500 was raised, and – as always! –
100% will go to wounded members of the
military and their families.
The holiday season has arrived – a
season of Thanksgiving and gift-giving.
As we give special thanks for the safety
of our families this Thanksgiving, please
consider giving a holiday gift of thanks
to a wounded soldier so that his or her
family can enjoy the holidays as much
as we will with our own families.

Thank you to Roxanne Littner
for her donation of her car.
If you have a car that you would like
to donate, please contact Combat
Soldiers Recovery Fund.

Also thanks to Jack Horner,
Larry Comella, Maureen and
Phil Boling, Scott Imirie for
helping at the fund raiser.

WITH THE SUPPORT OF HUNDREDS OF CONTRIBUTORS, CSRF
CONTINUES TO SAY THANK YOU TO MILITARY PERSONNEL WHO
WENT FAR, FAR FROM HOME TO PROTECT OUR HOMELAND

